
KGCW-TV 3RD QUARTER 2014 QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 

BURLINGTON TELEVISION ACQUISITION LICENSING, LLC 

There follows a listing of the significant issues responded to by KGCW-TV/DT, Davenport, IA-Rock Island-Moline, IL, along with the most significant programming 
treatment of those issues for the period July 1, 2014 to September 30, 2014.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does 
not reflect any priority or significance. 
 

Description of 
Issue 

Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 

Community, 
Safety, Weather 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 1 130A 30 min. The storms caused damage in Tipton, Iowa, tipping a car over and pulling a tree 
up by the roots. But residents were out, coming together to clean up the mess. 
"This is the heartland of Iowa," Tipton resident Rod Daebelliehn said. "This is 
how Iowans work. Now myself, I'm not up to health standards to do what I want 
to do but I can help and everybody helps. It's just wonderful." City officials say 
they are working to reopen blocked streets. 

Government, 
Community, 
Safety, Weather 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 1 130A 30 min. Even as efforts continue to guard against further flood damage communities 
across our area are beginning to clean up. We joined Iowa Governor as he 
toured storm damaged areas in the QCA, particularly Jackson County, Iowa and 
as she shows us, it's clear they packed quite a punch. The storms that barreled 
through our area left a lot of area in their wake. You can see this corn flattened 
by the high winds. Other fields were so flooded by the heavy rains, that crop may 
not survive. It's just a small taste of the damage Iowa Governor Terry Branstad 
got to see for himself as he toured this part of the state. The damage is 
incredible, to buildings, roads, and county roads. But what the Governor says he 
is truly amazed by is the resiliency of the people he has met. "We just heard of 
several neighbors in this area in Jackson County that have helped cover roofs 
with tarp," Branstad said. "And it helped clean trees and debris off of homes and 
properties. So it is pretty encouraging to see that kind of volunteer spirit and the 
way people pulled together to help each other when you have a disaster like 
this." Governor Branstad has issued disaster proclamations for nine Eastern 
Iowa counties including Jackson County. The county supervisor here tells us the 
state aid that should bring will be critical in what will no doubt be a very 
expensive recovery process.   

Safety, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 7 130A 30 min. The Burlington city council took a step toward changing the rules about air guns, 
BB guns, and other things that look like real guns. The proposal would require 
people to carry and transport their air guns in proper cases, not concealed or 
openly carried. In the last few years, the Burlington police department has 
responded to an average of 20 calls annually about people having guns out 
walking down the street when those guns turned out not to be real. "That whole 
perception thing can happen so fast," Burlington Chief Doug Beaird said. "You 
just go to question somebody about the gun they have and the next thing you 
know the gun is being pointed in your direction whether that's intentional or not 
that happens. So this is very predictable to us and we are trying to prevent that 
from happening." This is not a ban on air guns or other look alikes. The final vote 
is expected in four weeks. 
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Description of 
Issue 

Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 

Infrastructure, 
Flooding, 
Government, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 7 130A 30 min. Clean-up efforts are now underway as the Mississippi River in the Quad Cities 
moves back toward its banks. Davenport public works officials are telling us 
crews will begin taking down some flood protection. Roads will gradually start to 
re-open, including West River Drive and River Drive near the Village of East 
Davenport over the next couple of days. But the HESCO barriers downtown 
could be up for another week. Crews have also started flushing and disinfecting 
to clean-up debris left behind. "It will take as long as the river takes to come back 
into the bank because we're going to be chasing it all the way," public works 
director Mike Clarke said. "Plan on 2 1/2 weeks." Areas like Modern Woodmen 
Park and pump stations are still being monitored non-stop. 

Immigration, 
Community, 
Government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 8 130A 30 min. The fight over what to do with thousands of kids flooding the U.S. border could 
be coming to the Quad Cities. Today, President Obama asked Congress for $3.7 
billion to deal with this issue. He wants to build facilities for the illegal immigrants, 
strengthen border patrol and hire more judges and lawyers to speed up the 
deportation process. Right now, the government is using three military bases for 
the kids. There's a dispute about just how long the facilities will be obligated to 
care for and house the children. Davenport Mayor Bill Gluba is saying the Quad 
Cities shouldn't turn its back on these children. Tuesday night he called a special 
meeting with local organizations that might be willing to help find a local solution. 
They're calling it the "Caring Cities Campaign." Representatives from various 
human services and faith-based organizations put their heads together. They 
were brought together in hopes of reaching out to children thousands of miles 
away. "You can't turn your back on kids, little children and tell them they must go 
back to Honduras and in many cases be killed. That's wrong," said Mayor Gluba. 
He says people have called offering up their homes and that he's been in contact 
with the White House and Department of Health and Human Services about 
what the community can do. Nora Dvorak has helped run a refugee program for 
the Davenport Diocese in the past. She again hopes to have a plan to put into 
action before the week's over. "I prefer to call them unaccompanied children and 
not some of the hate words used by various people these are children first of all," 
said Dvorak. Where they hope to start is potentially finding a place that could be 
an alternative processing center here for paperwork and care. Group members 
say something the government could fund and operate. They also want to 
contact local immigration attorneys and see about possibilities for housing, food 
and education. "It could be temporary until they iron out issues with immigration 
laws," said Mayor Gluba. He hopes that cities across the country start exploring 
the same thing. It is a controversial issue that many in the public are weighing in 
on. Some are on board with it, but many say there are too many other priorities 
to take care of and wonder if it's something the community can afford. Mayor 
Gluba says the next step is to put the plan of action in place and find out how 
others in the community might be willing to help. 
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Description of 
Issue 

Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 

Business, 
Economy, 
Government, 
Laws 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 8 130A 30 min. Drinking on patios outside of a restaurant is now allowed in Galesburg. 
Previously, restaurants and breweries with outdoor spaces could not serve 
alcohol outside to consumers. If you ordered a drink with your dinner, you would 
have to drink it inside. But now, that's changed and businesses say they will take 
advantage of it. "It's going to allow us to do something cool to the front of the 
building and it's going to bring a nice feel to the downtown area when there is 
multiple restaurants that have outdoor dining and landscaping and umbrellas out 
and logos everywhere," Ryan Cardweol, co-owner and executive chef at Iron 
Spike. "It's going to make things look a lot more polished downtown I think." City 
council is looking at all alcohol ordinances. The next step is to consider a new 
festival ordinance where people will be allowed to drink within the confines of the 
festival streets. 

Infrastructure, 
Community, 
Taxes 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 9 130A 30 min. A major project on John Deere Road in Moline has hit a snag. Work on the 
overpass near 38th Street started a few months ago. Now, an earth wall on one 
side is bowing out and some of it needs to be redone. Illinois DOT officials say 
as the contractor was building up the concrete panels on one side they began to 
slant. Now, about 40 to 50 percent of this section needs to be disassembled and 
reset. "Some will be real simple to fix, others they'll have to take them off to take 
them down so they can get to ones below them," said Illinois DOT spokesperson 
John Wegmeyer. He doubts the extra rain recently was much of a factor and 
says it's really just a setback for the contractor. Crews will have to be very 
careful when taking parts out. "It's just one of the things you have to watch. 
Building these walls you have to be careful, it's a sensitive situation until they get 
stabilized," said Wegmeyer. The extra work won't tack on any additional costs to 
the $16.2 million project but how the timeline might be affected is a concern for 
commuters. "It looks like that took them a while anyways so it's going to take 
them a lot longer I think," said Jacqueline Hiatt who drives the thoroughfare 
nearly every day. "With all this new stuff going on it's kind of holding up traffic 
pretty much anywhere," said Katelyn Zelnio. We've reached out to the 
contractor, McCarthy Improvement, for comment and did not get a response. 
IDOT officials say the project should still finish on schedule and be open to traffic 
mid-November. 

Community, 
Government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 9 130A 30 min. Davenport city leaders approved a rezoning request for St. Ambrose University 
to build a sports complex. The proposal calls for a 25-hundred seat stadium near 
Assumption High School. For weeks, residents in that neighborhood both for and 
against it have been coming to council meetings to voice their opinion. The 
university reps says it's gratifying to get a yes vote. They say they hope to 
finalize plans and begin work on the stadium by Spring of 2015.  
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Description of 
Issue 

Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 

Community, 
Safety 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 14 130A 30 min. Crews were on the scene of a house fire for hours on Monday in Princeton, 
Iowa, that sent one woman to the hospital. It broke out in two-story house on the 
400 block of Lost Grove Road around 1:30 p.m. Neighbors around that home 
were left shaken by a number of explosions, which were caused by up to ten 
oxygen tanks inside the house when the fire started. "I talked to all my neighbors 
around and they all said that they could hear the booms," said Peggy Welke, 
whose property is directly behind the house that burned. "It was like a bomb 
went off. It was kind of scary. The ground shook and windows rattled," said 
Jaydon Biles, who lives up the street. The explosions drove quite a few 
neighbors out of their homes to take a look. When they did, they found the house 
on the corner fully engulfed. "It was scary," said 8-year-old Lilyana Johnson. "We 
saw flames and smoke was coming toward us." Those flames, fueled by the 
exploding oxygen tanks, were bigger and hotter than normal, creating extra 
challenges for emergency crews on the scene. They had to fight the fire from far 
away initially just to be safe. One volunteer firefighter, a Muslim fasting for 
Ramadan, actually had to break her fast, drinking water for health reasons after 
a long, hard, very hot fight against the blaze. "It's okay as long as you know - if 
my life is in danger or a health issue, you can break your fast and you can make 
it up at the end of Ramadan," Jodi Damron explained. Damron says making the 
call the fight the fire despite the problems that posed for her religious observance 
was easy to do: "We're taught with the Koran that we're supposed to be here for 
our community and I happen to be here in this community and I love it, so it's my 
pleasure," she said. That dedication is shared by so many on the Princeton 
volunteer force and by crews from surrounding areas who answered the call to 
fight this fire. "That's amazing how small towns can come together like that," 
Welke said. "I think they do great for volunteer. I think it makes you appreciate 
them." And, neighbors say they are also grateful no one was seriously hurt. The 
woman who was inside the house when the fire started was able to make it 
outside. She was taken to the hospital to be checked out just as a precaution. 
The police chief, Brian Carsten, says a couple of firefighters also suffered minor 
injuries when they overheated. They were able to quickly cool down and are 
doing fine now. Carsten says he will be holding onto one of the oxygen tanks 
that exploded for future firefighter trainings - a clear reminder of the risks that 
come with fighting a fire when oxygen tanks are involved. Officials say the house 
was left structurally unsound by the fire Monday and crews planned to demolish 
it that night for public safety. We're told Lost Grove Road will likely remain closed 
overnight so cleanup can be completed.  
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Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 

Immigration, 
Illegal 
Immigrants, 
Community, 
Government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 14 130A 30 min. Some area organizations are hoping to welcome the unaccompanied children to 
this area. Today was another meeting for the "Caring Cities Campaign" in 
Davenport. It was another brainstorming session. Those there hope to come up 
with a database of people and agencies willing to help, from immigration lawyers 
to health care providers and exploring facilities where the children might be able 
to stay. Group members say information from the federal government is limited 
and broad. "We're going to move forward and start working on all those things to 
connect all those dots, however we can't sit back and wait on the government," 
member Byron Brown said. Mayor Gluba thinks the idea may be catching, with 
more people coming forward to help. The group did not set a date for its next 
meeting.  

Community, 
Safety 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 15 130A 30 min. When a medical emergency strikes it's important you get help fast but residents 
in some rural areas face a longer wait time. An investigative report just found 
that for many rural communities, there's no ambulance or only one that operates 
part-time. Here's why: EMS in Iowa is not considered an essential service, the 
way fire and police officers are and that means not every town has swift access 
to an EMT in an emergency. "If we're out on a medical call in Davenport 
transporting a patient, there's not another ambulance in town so we have to 
page another service to come in while we're out of town," Bennett Ambulance 
Service director Orville Randolph said. Randolph says that could make an 8 
minute response time into a 20 minute response time. Although they get $15-
thousand-a-year from the city and surrounding township taxation, he says most 
of their spending money comes from their own fundraisers or donations.  

City Government, 
Government, 
Illegal 
Immigration, 
Taxes 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 16 130A 30 min. The Davenport city council also talked about the mayor's initiative to help 
thousands of undocumented children. Council members voted to keep city tax 
dollars and staff resources out of the mix. Mayor Gluba has met twice with local 
organizations about the possibility of temporarily housing the kids in existing 
facilities in Davenport. After several public attempts to explain that the private 
initiative would use federal money, he says he is disappointed in the city council 
for bringing it onto the agenda. "It doesn't really affect me at all," Gluba said. "I 
cannot spend city money. They know that but if this makes them feel good, and 
responds to their right-wing base, in some cases, have at it. I'm a big boy, I've 
been around politics all my life, and I'll survive." The public also speaking out on 
the issue tonight, some saying they don't want the immigrant children to stay in 
Davenport when the city has apparently not done enough for its own people. 
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Government, City 
Government, 
Taxes, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 16 130A 30 min. It hasn't happened in almost a decade, a Davenport Mayor vetoing a project 
that's passed city council. And tonight it  happened twice. It was a meeting full of 
surprises. Council members had approved the St. Ambrose University stadium 
rezoning request and the Dock development deal. That calls for a restaurant, 
retail and offices downtown. It passed unanimously, and no one expected the 
Mayor to veto that. The SAU rezoning request was more contentious. And many 
tell us they knew from the way the Mayor talked about it last week, a veto was 
possible. A packed house watched it happen. "As a graduate of both Assumption 
High School and St. Ambrose University, I have great loyalty and love for both 
institutions," Mayor Bill Gluba says. "However, regardless of my loyalties, as 
Mayor, it is my duty to exercise my judgement and look out for the interest of the 
entire city of Davenport, especially homeowners." The Mayor says Ambrose 
could build a stadium anywhere, but neighbors can't pick up and move their 
homes. He says the city plan calls for protecting homeowners and 
neighborhoods, but the proposed 2,500 seat stadium, with traffic, lights and 
noise doesn't do that. And in a surprise move, the Mayor announced the Dock is 
the same story. He says a private developer will benefit, but the public will lose 
the views and use of the riverfront that makes Davenport so unique. Both 
projects were approved by the council, and many council members are up in 
arms tonight. Alderman Bill Edmond tells us, "That's one of the most bizarre 
performers I have seen by a Mayor. He is apparently now power hungry and he 
needs to understand that he is a weak mayor and a strong city council form of 
government." Overriding these vetoes requires a two-thirds majority, which 
would be seven aldermen. The Dock project passed by 10 to 0, so on the 
surface that should not be a problem. The stadium rezoning vote was much 
closer. Alderman consistently voted to move the request forward. Three times, it 
passed by a vote of six to four. We talked to the four council members who voted 
against the St. Ambrose rezoning request, and all tell us they are now 
considering their next votes very carefully. Those are scheduled to happen next 
Wednesday. And Alderman Barney Barnhill says he's leaning toward changing 
his vote to put it in line with the majority. He says it's not in the City's best 
interests for just one to over-ride the many. 
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Description of 
Issue 

Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 

Community, 
Government, 
Economy 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 17 130A 30 min. There was plenty of fallout from Davenport mayor Gluba's vetoes last night. First, 
he vetoed the SAU stadium project. We talked to Ambrose officials who say they 
hope council will override the veto. That's a possibility. The original proposal 
passed 6 to 4 so they need one more vote to do that. Last night, Barney Barnhill 
said he'd consider voting yes but today he said he'll keep his no vote. The mayor 
also vetoed the dock project. That was a surprise to the council and the 
developer who spoke with us. "Total surprise," developer Todd Raufeisen said. 
"We had no indication that's what the mayor's intentions were. Yet after the 
shock it didn't change our confidence in the project. It didn't change our 
intentions to move forward. In fact, we had our first construction meeting this 
morning at 9:00 am." "They're going to probably pass it," Mayor Bill Gluba said. 
"They're probably going to override my veto on this. I'm pretty sure they're going 
to do that but they do at their own peril and at the public's potential loss in future 
years when they have to bail this mess out." The city council will have a special 
meeting on Wednesday where they will re-vote on the dock agreement and the 
stadium. 

Politics, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 17 130A 30 min. Iowa Governor Terry Branstad stumping in Davenport with the help of New 
Jersey Governor Chris Christie. The fundraising event for Branstad's campaign 
brought out several hundred people who heard from both Branstad and Christie. 
The New Jersey Governor has been around the state today for a series of 
campaign stops. "I've got a job to do, not just Governor of New Jersey but also 
the person who tries to lead this group of Governors to bigger and better things," 
Christie said. "I love this county," Branstad said. "This is the best big county in 
Iowa. We're glad to be here and we're glad to have Governor Chris Christie 
here." As chairman of the Republican Governors Association, Governor Christie 
is traveling to support Republican gubernatorial candidates across the country. It 
still remains to be seen if a 2016 Presidential run is on his agenda. Branstad's 
opponent, Jack Hatch, was in town yesterday.  
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Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 

Community, 
Safety, Health 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 17 130A 30 min. It's a boil order covering an entire city, and it could last for days. More than 
12,000 Kewanee residents are feeling the impact right now, and have been for 
hours. "We got a call from the city saying, don't use water," Jolene Poole, a 
waitress at Station House Restaurant tells us. That's because of a city-wide boil 
order, in effect because of a problem with equipment monitoring water levels in 
the city's water towers. That caused a drop in pressure, and the boil order, until 
test results are back. That could take three days. "It's for sure an inconvenience," 
Poole says. Especially because it's happening during the first Prairie Chicken 
Festival, which features live music and a lot of food. Poole says it may make for 
a few menu changes at the Mom and Pop restaurant, but "We'll work it out." 
Most of the several hundred diners she sees each day understand. "At first they 
were a little bit upset because they couldn't get exactly what they wanted, but 
once you explain it, everybody's been very helpful. And, they've been positive." 
Across town at Saint Luke Medical Center, President Lynn Fulton says she is 
also positive. She started hearing about problems Thursday morning. "First we 
had complaints that the toilets wouldn't flush, so we contacted Plant Operations, 
and they realized we had a loss of water pressure right away. So any time that 
happens, we institute our procedures for loss of water." Procedures the hospital 
must have in place by law. Jugs and bottles are ready to go, caution tape is up 
across drinking fountains and hand sanitizers are at the ready. "We did give our 
staff the information so they could update patients," Fulton says. "So they could 
understand why they couldn't use the drinking fountain. If they were thirsty, we 
could get them a bottle of water and be able to take care of them safely." She 
says staffers used paper plates in the cafeteria at lunch, and tells us surgeons 
always use special soap. She'll reevaluate the surgery schedule as more 
information comes in. "We would have to send away our instruments. We aren't 
going to clean those here until the water's safe." Everyone we talked to says 
they are prepared to wait for that. Meantime, city leaders say until they give the 
all-clear , all water for drinking, making ice, brushing teeth, preparing food or 
washing dishes must be boiled for at least three to five minutes.  

Crime, Public 
Safety, Law 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 21 130A 30 min. On Friday, when police arrested Tim McVay for the murder of Carrie Olson, the 
Facebook page that chronicled the search for her went down and we wanted to 
know why. It started out as "Find Carrie Olson", but when her body was 
discovered in April the page became "Justice For Carrie Olson." A spokesperson 
for her family says they took it down, saying the page had done exactly what it 
was supposed to do, lead to an arrest and protect the case. "I think the fear is 
that there will be a request for a change in venue because the public is so sure 
that this person is guilty that they're not going to get a fair trial," QC Missing 
Persons Network director Dennis Harker said. State's attorney john McGehee 
says he believes Tim McVay can get a fair trial in Rock Island County. He's 
scheduled back in court next Tuesday. 
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Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 

Flooding, 
Infrastructure, 
Government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 21 130A 30 min. Weeks after the flash flooding in Watertown in East Moline, they're still cleaning 
up. Diana Sanchez's has had raw sewage nearly filling her basement. While the 
city is offering HUD money to fix furnaces, she doesn't qualify. "It's not a flood, it 
was sewage pumped in by the city," she said. "Back-up. Sewer and drain is 
everything from your toilet that backs up. Well this is pumped in from the city, so 
it's no longer your backup sewer and drain. It's the city pumping it into your 
house." Sanchez says she wants more accountability from the city and is hoping 
to move out of the neighborhood. City officials say it's unfortunate and there's 
only so much they can do. 

Crime, Child 
Welfare 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 22 130A 30 min. A six-month-old baby is safe after he was left in a hot car in Moline. We were the 
first on the scene as Moline police took the baby out of the car around 11 a.m. 
The baby was in a parking lot but luckily a good samaritan parked next to the 
car, saw the baby and called 9-1-1. "I was just appalled," Carrie Ortiz said. "I was 
shaking walking into the dollar store. I screamed as loud as I could to let the 
person that if they left the baby in the car, I called 9-1-1 and they were coming." 
Police arrested the mother, 20-year-old Breyana Harris for child endangerment. 
She has another child as well, that child and the baby are now with DCFS. A 
child safety expert tells us it takes just ten minute before the inside of a car can 
reach deadly temperatures for a child. 

Environment, 
Crime, Taxes, 
government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 22 130A 30 min. City leaders in Princeton, Illinois, are looking to take measures to help prevent 
illegal dumping and catch those who break the rules. It is an ongoing battle at 
the city's 24-hour recycling center. After a quick glance around on Tuesday 
afternoon, we found a good deal of trash that should not have been there, 
everything from shoes and clothes to small appliances. At other times, the 
recycling center has been cluttered with TVs, mattresses, tires and couches - 
even deer carcasses on one occasion. All of it is a mess and a financial burden 
for the city, which has to pay to have the trash hauled away to properly dispose 
of it. "You'd be surprised how quickly we spend several thousand dollars to keep 
it cleaned up," said Princeton City Manager Jeff Clawson. So, to help stop the 
illegal dumping, city leaders are looking to put up new signs with clearer 
messages. They should be installed later this summer or this fall. And, down the 
road, they're hoping to install a new surveillance system city-wide, including at 
the recycling center. It would be a major upgrade from the current cameras that 
cannot zoom. "If somebody illegally dumps, we may or may not be able to get 
their tag numbers. So what we're looking to do is maybe add some new 
cameras, state of the art technology," Clawson explained. But, the new 
surveillance system will cost upwards of $60,000 - money the city does not have 
in the budget right now. And, in the meantime, if the illegal dumping continues, 
the city may have to consider cutting back on the open hours for the recycling 
center. 
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Community, 
Government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 23 130A 30 min. Davenport council members, at a special meeting to potentially override the 
Mayor's veto of the St. Ambrose rezoning request, instead push the vote back. It 
happened just minutes into Wednesday's special meeting. Alderman Gene 
Meeker voted to table to the vote. And that was approved unanimously, nine to 
zero. Alderman Jeff Justin was not in chambers at that time, but his vote would 
not have made a difference. Aldermen say they want to take more time and take 
another look at the project. This follows a controversial several months, where 
neighbors both for and against petitioned the council about the St. Ambrose plan 
for a 25-hundred seat stadium and sports complex. The council originally 
approved the rezoning request to make that happen by a vote of 6 to 4. The 
mayor then vetoed that. And it would have taken two-thirds of the council, or 
seven votes, to override. Of the four who originally voted against, at least one, 
Alderman Barney Barnhill, has said he would switch to vote with the majority. But 
then he decided he would not, saying he had to preserve neighborhoods. 
Ambrose reps say there have been ups and downs, but they are looking toward 
moving forward. Senior Advancement Officer PJ Foley says, "You know, I think it 
will be a couple weeks before the meeting will come back the special meeting to 
over turn the veto. We will keep working with our elected officials, all the council 
members to talk to them about our application and talk to them about all the 
compromises we have made." Aldermen say they plan to meet with Ambrose 
reps in the coming days. But there is not a lot of time. They originally had 30 
days to override the Mayor's veto. That deadline would be August 12th. 
Alderman Bill Boom tells us he'd like to call a special meeting for the 6th to vote 
on this again. Meantime, the Mayor's veto of the Dock development agreement 
was overturned by a vote of 10 to zero. So that will move forward. 
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Crime, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 24 130A 30 min. A weeklong crackdown on Moline shoplifters busts 40 people. It's a million dollar 
problem that Moline police hope to keep attacking. Crime reports submitted to 
the FBI show Moline police knew about 1,100 theft cases in 2012. That's the 
latest year full data is available. Those thefts make up 81 percent of all property 
crime reported to the city in 2012. "It is a huge problem. It's an unbelievable 
problem. There's so many retail thefts. We really don't have the manpower to 
deal with it, that's why we had to set up this special targeted weeklong and team 
up with loss prevention to maximize our efforts," says Moline police Detective 
Scott Williams. The effort focused on repeat shoplifting victims in Moline. Stores 
at the mall and along John Deere Road. Williams says police had enough. 
"We're down to taking a lot of reports. The police department got with the 
corporate entities and all the loss prevention specialists and kinda got with a 
scheme where they would target all the thefts in a week long period and that's 
exactly what we did," says Williams. Police officers teamed up with store 
security. The police watched the cameras, while the store staff got out into the 
aisles. "The loss prevention people were kind of freed up to actually go up into 
the store and be right next to people as they committed their retail theft, 
sometimes within 5-10 feet, so we had them on camera, we had two sets of eyes 
watching them, it's kind of like shooting fish in the barrel," says Williams. Police 
caught 40 people during the five day sting. Some were operating by themselves, 
others made a job of it. "Well, right there are the independent shop lifters who 
just take the things they want, then you've got the ones that fill the list, the more 
professional, if you will. Certainly we're working those cases to try to identify all 
the individuals, but I don't think people realize just how prevalent it is," says 
Williams. 18 people face misdemeanors, five more face felonies. Williams calls it 
a success but says more work is needed. "A dent, yes, a small dent, but also a 
sense that we're out there and if you're going to come to Moline to rip off retail 
businesses that we're going to be out there to try and catch you," says Williams. 
Police hope to set up similar operations in the future. That depends on when 
they have the staff available. 

Community, 
Government, 
Economic 
Development 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 28 130A 30 min. There is a development in the Audubon property deal in Rock Island. We already 
know there will likely be a new CVS and the mayor tells us the old CVS is going 
to come down. "There's a CVS across the street now, a smaller one, but that 
property is actually owned by HyVee," R.I. Mayor Dennis Pauley said. "HyVee 
wants to put their gas station there. So CVS had to go someplace else." The city 
still has to vote on the deal. The school district sold the property to a developer 
last week.  
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Economy, 
Government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 28 130A 30 min. Growing marijuana legally right here in the Quad Cities may be coming. Rock 
Island city council members have just agreed on a price for a cultivation center 
that could be built in a local industrial area on what's now city land. The city has 
okay'd Green Thumb Industries, based in Chicago, to build the facility on around 
ten acres of land near the Milan border along 51st Street West. They'll pay 
$135,000 to the city. Now, the company has to apply for a license to grow it. The 
state will only give out 21 cultivation licenses. If Green Thumb gets one, they'll 
move on to what the facility would look like and its size. Mayor Dennis Pauley 
says the city will likely have to build a road to access it. Green Thumb 
representatives say they'll start off with employing 30 people, and with time, that 
number could rise to 100. "These are well-paying jobs with the opportunity to 
move up as we grow, and our facility will be in a position to grow as demand 
grows, if demand grows. we'll be able to support the market," Green Thumb 
Industries' Ben Kovler said. Green Thumb representatives say they hope to find 
out about the license by the end of this year. If approved, they say they would 
begin construction as early as possible if weather permits.  

Crime, Law, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 29 130A 30 min. Prosecutors and defense attorneys are asking for more time to review the Carrie 
Olson murder case. Timothy McVay is accused of killing Olson. He appeared in 
court but the judge delayed the preliminary hearing giving the defense two more 
weeks to look over the evidence the prosecutors handed over. "So I think the 
public defender wanted an opportunity to review those documents, like i say it's 
a lot of pages, a lot of discovery," Rock Island County State's Attorney John 
McGehee said. The preliminary hearing is scheduled for August 12th. 

Education, 
Government, 
Economy, Taxes 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 29 130A 30 min. Galesburg teachers are hoping to work out a deal with the school district that 
both parties can live with. Galesburg teachers united to picket while they 
negotiate with the district. The Galesburg Superintendent, Bart Arthur, said in 
statement the district is facing a $2.7-million budget deficit. The district is asking 
teachers to maintain the current salary schedule which includes an average 
2.02% raise this year but the spokesperson for the Galesburg Education 
Association says that figure is misleading. "It will give some people no raise 
whatsoever yet they've raised insurance premium cost five percent this year, 4 
percent last year," Tami Qualls said. "So some people will be making quite a bit 
less than what they've made in the past two years." The current contract expires 
on Thursday and that is the next time association members plan to meet. If a 
plan isn't worked out by then, they will vote on an intent to strike. 

Community, 
Events, Festivals 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 30 130A 30 min. Get ready to hear the sounds of jazz music. The 43rd annual Bix Beiderbecke 
Jazz Festival kicks off July 31st. Some Quad Citians are already getting the 
party started at Grumpy's in the Village of East Davenport. Several bands played 
along with some Bix youth band members. You can see jazz festival 
performances at the Adler Theatre, River Center and LeClaire Park. It runs 
through Sunday and tickets are still on sale. 
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Taxes, Business, 
Economy, 
Government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 31 130A 30 min. A longtime Rock Island company will make a move across the bridge to 
Davenport taking 150 jobs with it. Bituminous Insurance Company pays Rock 
Island County more than $70-thousand in property taxes, so the move will hurt 
the city but also other businesses around it. Nearby restaurants say they'll lose 
their lunch crowds. It's unclear why the company is making the move but city 
leaders say they are sad to see it go. 

Safety, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Jul. 31 130A 30 min. A dramatic rescue in downtown Moline caught on camera and the two men 
involved say they're just happy to be alive. Two workers with the company 
Christian Supply were making repairs to the First Lutheran Church tower. They 
were 120 feet in the air when the basket lift had a mechanical error and began 
tilting to the side. The two men were strapped into harnesses otherwise, 
firefighters say it could have been a deadly fall. "And the one operator thought 
the other operator was improperly doing something and said what are you doing 
as he said nothing so they just kind of prepared for the failure and survived it 
because of the training and equipment," Jim Versluis said. Moline and Rock 
Island Arsenal firefighters were able to get the workers down in ten minutes. 

Schools, 
Education, 
Community, 
Competition 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 4 130A 30 min. The Pleasant Valley School Board talked about a problem lots of district's wish 
they had, too many students. The board talked about several options to expand 
schools for the influx of students they're seeing and they want to make sure kids 
can participate. "We're also very concerned about wanting to maintain a size 
where our students have the full blend of opportunities and sometimes, if you get 
too big, it's hard to involve students as much as you would want them to be 
involved," Superintendent Jim Spelhaug said. Meantime, the board decided it will 
not appeal the state's decision to take away the track team's title. One of the 
runners competed in college level meets, which made her ineligible to run in the 
state track meet. 
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Infrastructure, 
Travel, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 4 130A 30 min. What bridge did you take today? The I-74? Arsenal? Tens of thousands of 
drivers had to find a new way across the river with the Centennial Bridge now 
completely closed for repairs. We checked to see how rush hour traffic was 
impacted on those routes tonight and even with a big difference in two routes by 
distance, the trips had very similar amount of time in traffic. "It's a jam. I can't 
believe the traffic. It's crazy," driver Jeri Jennings said. As a Davenport resident 
who works on Arsenal Island, Jennings always uses the Government Bridge. 
Today, she shared it with a lot more drivers. "I even work at 6 in the morning and 
it was packed this morning when I was trying to get to work," Jennings said. "The 
lines were very long both ways." Our Government Bridge crew hopped in the car 
at 5 o'clock. Once on the bridge they were stuck in stop and go traffic for six 
minutes and it continued for a ways after that. Taking a total of just under 21 
minutes to go 2.7 miles to their destination and that's not even dealing with the 
likely variable of a barge delay. "I know it's been on and off closed so people 
have been going all over," driver Tim Faith said. Faith's thoughts on the best 
route? "Probably 74 if you want to keep moving and not just sit in traffic," he 
said. Our I-74 team got on the road at the same time and place and found pretty 
normal traffic patterns on the bridge. Driving through downtown Moline and 
making it to the Rock Island County building for a total trip of 21 minutes 16 
seconds but nearly three times the distance. On Facebook, people are sharing 
their alternatives and travel stories. 
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Economy, 
Business, Jobs, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 5 130A 30 min. Major expansion is happening now for company in Davenport, investing $4.6 
million and a brand new factory and with it new jobs. It's called Genesis Systems 
Group and it's not affiliated with the hospital. The group specializes in making 
parts that manufacturers across the world use in their operations. "We make 
things that make things," employee Harlan Neumann said. Anything that has 
formed metal and formed materials, we serve," CEO Joel Lorentzen said. 
Although robots are involved, people are the backbone of this company. Thirty-
five employees work here and about half were just hired. Lorentzen says, there 
will be even more jobs with time. "We're going to hire to satisfy our new business 
as we're achieving it," he said. Alderman Barney Barnhill says that's good for our 
local economy. "We've had 120 ribbon cuttings this past year, and that's huge," 
he said. "When we have corporations and businesses that are willing to do that, 
and even ma and pa type of things, it's showing that Davenport is the place to do 
business." The exact number of projected, added jobs is unknown but right now, 
Genesis employs almost 170 people in total, 75% of which are from the QCA. 
"The Quad Cities is a great host community for us and for companies like us and 
it's because of the basic raw material of the people that are here," Lorentzen 
said.  Harlan Neumann has worked for Genesis since 1990. Although he falls in 
the minority group of people hired in from out of state, he says there are plenty of 
qualified people from the Quad Cities to take on the various jobs. "The majority 
of our technician pool and manufacturing personnel are from the QCA," he said. 
But he says engineering positions are more difficult to fill, locally. "We tend to 
advertise our positions even in the Detroit area for instance where there are a lot 
of robotic engineers," he said. Still, he says the company looks for personalities 
more than skill sets. "We want people to have that Midwestern attitude," he said. 

Politics, 
Community, 
Government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 5 130A 30 min. U.S. Senator Rand Paul stopped in Davenport Tuesday afternoon as part of a 
three day trip to Iowa. He's helping raise money for various Republican 
candidates in the state. Paul is also considered a presidential contender himself. 
He toured Von Maur's headquarters, taking pictures with employees and telling 
them about his economic priorities. He says the government needs to spend less 
and lower its top tax rates. Paul believes that would make American companies 
more competitive overseas. When it comes to foreign aid, Tuesday Rand Paul 
says he supports giving aid to Israel. However, Paul had introduced legislation 
that would get rid of all foreign aid. When asked if he stood by that he became 
combative, but said he only supports denying aid to certain countries. "I've spent 
the last three months to end aid to Hamas, that's a valid story line. I've been on 
the senate floor I've also been trying to place restrictions on pakistan. I was on 
the senate foreign relations committee recently saying we shouldn't be trying to 
give any money to countries that persecute Christians," said Paul. Paul is one of 
three possible presidential candidates visiting Iowa. New Jersey Governor Chris 
Christie stopped in Davenport last month. Texas Governor Rick Perry will be in 
the area on Sunday, each supporting other local Republican candidates. 
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Politics, 
Community, 
Economy 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 6 130A 30 min. Davenport city leaders can't seem to agree on a location for the SAU stadium 
and we have found out that some city leaders have been meeting in private with 
Saint Ambrose. Three Davenport Aldermen held a meeting last Thursday at city 
hall to discuss possible new locations for the St. Ambrose Stadium.  Alderman 
Barney Barnhill wants to look at what he calls a compromise, go ahead with the 
sports complex at St. Vincent but put the stadium somewhere else. Mike Poster 
tells us the University representatives will not consider other stadium locations. 
"A complex without a stadium really isn't what we're looking for at this point and 
we'd prefer to go forward with our entire plan," he said. But in order to move 
forward with the current proposal, city leaders have to come together to overturn 
the mayor's veto. Seven "yeses" are needed to do that. They will vote next 
Wednesday.  

Economy, Jobs, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 6 130A 30 min. Forbes ranked the Quad Cities area 192 out of 200 metro ares for the worst job 
growth. Moody's Analytics predicts that there will be a 1% increase through 2016 
but some city leaders say the Quad Cities economy is looking good. They say 
they've seen new developments in the area and with it comes the creation of 
jobs. "Deere's doing great, the Rock Island Arsenal is hanging in there," 
Davenport Mayor Bill Gluba said. "All of the other major businesses are growing 
and expanding. Downtown Davenport's fastest growing area and the hottest in 
the Quad Cities." According to Policom, the Quad Cities ranks 82 out of 381 
metropolitan areas. That puts the Quad Cities in the top 25-percent.  

Environment, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 7 130A 30 min. Living Lands and Waters celebrated another year of cleaning up the river. The 
annual Barge Party is a time to raise money for the organization but also to kick 
off this weekend's XStream clean up. Each year Living Lands and Water picks 
up 20-to-30 tons of garbage. Xsteam clean up starts starts this Saturday at 8:30 
a.m.  

Community, 
Crime 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 11 130A 30 min. Justice is served for the families of four victims of convicted murderer Nicholas 
Sheley. A Rock Island county jury found Sheley guilty of beating to death Brock 
Branson, Kilynna Blake, her two-year-old son Dayan and their friend Kenneth 
Ulve. In Whiteside County, Sheley was sentenced to four, consecutive life 
imprisonments without the possibility of parole. Family members say the decision 
will finally give them peace. Nicholas Sheley still faces murder charges for the 
death of an Arkansas couple whose bodies were found in Missouri.  
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Employment, 
Economy, 
Education 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 11 130A 30 min. Galesburg teachers have been in a closed session all day with the school board 
negotiating on contracts. If a compromise isn't reached by 1 p.m.tomorrow, union 
officials say they could strike and students would not return to class this 
Thursday. Officials tell us as of late last week that the strike would also mean no 
sports practices can take place, leaving many students and parents concerned 
about what will happen this school year. "It could easily disrupt his graduation or 
how much time he has got to spend or maybe even I suppose during the 
holidays making up time," parent James Wetherbee said. "I'm not sure what 
they'll do." If a contract is drawn up by the deadline, union members will meet 
tomorrow at 6 p.m. to vote on it. If it passes, school would start the following day. 
If there is no contract, the union will still meet in order to assign duties for the 
strike.  

Crime, Child 
Safety, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 12 130A 30 min. Two Moline detectives and a US Secret Service Agent are being recognized for 
investigative work that lead to the arrest of a sexual predator. Authorities say the 
detectives and the agent are members of a cyber unit that look into sexual 
exploitation of minor crimes. Through their work, they were able to arrest a 
Carbon Cliff man whom police say had several victims across the nation. City 
Council presented them with the Meritorious Achievement Award. "I feel 
honored," Detective Jeremy McAuliffe said. "The department recognized the 
hard work we did we weren't expecting it. It's not the reason we do it." "It's a job 
that we choose to do," Detective Ted Teshak said. "There's reason why we do it. 
Today is one of the reason why." Authorities say the detectives and agent have 
been working on the case since December 2012 and it ended in June of this 
year.  

Employment, 
Economy, 
Education 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 12 130A 30 min. After contentious negotiations, the Galesburg Education Association has 
authorized a strike that will begin August 13. The teachers met behind closed 
doors all evening. The union negotiating team spent the last two days in last 
minute negotiations with the school district. That came after the union authorized 
a strike nearly two weeks ago. The teachers rejected the school board's final 
offer and the strike will begin August 13, 2014. School was originally scheduled 
to start August 14.  
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Politics, 
Economy, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 13 130A 30 min. It has been a contentious issue for years. But now, it appears some of the 
controversy surrounding the St. Ambrose Stadium project is over. Davenport 
council members decided not to override the Mayor's veto of the University's 
rezoning request. A 25-hundred seat stadium and sports complex on part of the 
St. Vincent's Center campus has been the dream of St. Ambrose University 
administrators for years. But ever since the project was conceived, some 
neighbors have been opposed, and vocal in their opposition. They've been 
talking to council members about how they don't want noise, lights, traffic and 
more sewer problems in their backyards. And the Mayor listened. Aldermen 
originally green-lighted the request with about two-dozen concessions. In fact, 
they voted on it three times during the process. But last month, the Mayor vetoed 
it. So aldermen needed seven votes to override. 44 people got up to speak on 
both sides; neighbors, University staffers and high school athletes. But in the 
end, it was not enough. The vote came out the same way the past three did. Six 
for the rezoning, four against it. The Mayor says that means an end to all the 
fighting and a victory for neighborhoods in the city. "It proves that you can beat 
city hall," Mayor Bill Gluba says. "If you're organized and got a good case. And 
I'd like to make it very clear, its unfortunate that this has been a very divisive 
issue for our community. It's now time for all parties to come together and heal 
the wounds." Ambrose Vice President of Finance Mike Poster says, "We're 
disappointed. We spent 4 years now listening to neighbors, studying the complex 
and designing the complex. And we think we have met or exceeded every 
requirement set down by the city." At this point, he says Ambrose administrators 
will reassess and take a look at all options. There is a memorandum of 
understanding with Assumption High School, but Mike Poster tells us there have 
not been serious talks yet. Meantime, city leaders say they would like to talk as 
well about other possible locations. No timeline on any of that yet.  
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Police, 
Community, 
Crime 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 14 130A 30 min. Details are still coming in about an officer-involved shooting in Davenport that left 
one man dead. It happened Wednesday night, just after 10:30, while Richard 
Goins was barbequing. He says, "First I thought it was fireworks going off, but it 
was actually gunshots. This whole place was surrounded by cops. They were 
here until I think about 8:30 this morning. People running. but when it first 
happened, I was on the grill and they all come running down the street with their 
guns drawn." Major Don Schaeffer tells us two officers responded to two different 
calls at the same 9th Street address. "Prior to arrival, they had a secondary call 
with the individual that the person had barricaded himself inside the apartment, 
in a room. And a second individual was trying to get in." He says officers were 
able to get into the home. Epigmenio Canas, an 11-year veteran of the 
Department, and Shawn Sullivan, on the force for six years, were immediately 
confronted by a knife-wielding Alvin Jennings. Schaeffer says officers told the 
61-year old to stop, but he wouldn't. "The individual refused to drop the knife and 
came at the officers, and the officers discharged their weapons." Jennings died 
later at a local hospital. "It's kind of hard," Goins says. Hard for neighbors and 
friends to understand. Goins tells us Jennings was "Easy going. I got along good 
with him. I didn't have any problems with him. I don't think that anybody else did, 
as far as I know in the neighborhood." Officers say this is difficult for them too. 
Per protocol, the Scott County Sheriff's Office is investigating. Sheriff Dennis 
Conard says, "Any time that a deadly force is used, it's a difficult situation that 
leads up to that type of force and the circumstances involving those involved." As 
investigators search for answers, neighbors do too, trying to find a way to move 
forward. Goins tells us, in the light of day, "A little bit better. A little bit scared. A 
little shook up, but you know I just got to go on." Along with the Sheriff's 
Department, the State's Division of Criminal Investigation is on this case. The 
two officers involved are on administrative leave. An autopsy for Jennings has 
been scheduled for Friday in Iowa City.  

Economy, 
Government, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 18 130A 30 min. It's a major step in getting the Thomson Prison back up and operating. Senator 
Dick Durbin and Representative Cheri Bustos announced the hiring of a warden. 
Officials say now that there is a warden, operational task can get up and running. 
The step was made possible through the $60-million Congress approved a few 
months ago. The funding will supply 300 employees and would pay for upgrades 
to parts of the building. It's a long-awaited project with a promise to boost the 
local economy. "Our local restaurants are closed for about half the week as it is 
during the slowest days," Thomson Village President Vicky Trager said. "We're 
hoping as the workers come in, we're see more and more local spending and the 
restaurants will be open longer hours. We're happy about it." Officials say this 
maximum security facility will help cut back on overcrowding nationwide.  
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Health, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 19 130A 30 min. Now you might have seen one of the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge videos posted 
all over social media. It's designed to raise money and awareness for ALS or 
Lou Gehrig's disease. One local family is an advocate for the social media 
movement because they know what its like to lose a family member to ALS. The 
disease is rare and deadly. It weakens nerves and muscles over time. 
Neurologist John Wright says life expectancy is less than five years. "It's 
devastating, it's shocking, it's devastating to hear," Nikki Leonard said. "You 
don't wish this upon your worst enemy to ever be diagnosed with this disease." 
Right now, there isn't a cure for the disease which is why awareness and 
research funding is important.  

Environment, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 20 130A 30 min. Lost Grove Lake in Scott County is open to boaters, kayakers and fishermen. 
Twenty years ago the area was just a field and now it's a $12-million man-made 
lake. It's something visitors say they are excited to experience. "This area has 
needed a lake like that for many, many years and I know it's been a long time 
coming," local fisherman Bob Jones said. All in all, I think it's going to be a great 
opportunity for all the fishermen around here." According to the DNR, the main 
ramp south of the dam, the parking lot for the mid-lake ramp and shoreline 
access on the north side of the lake will be open Friday. Other areas will remain 
closed until the lake fills up.  

Illegal 
Immigration, 
Government, 
Taxes, Education 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 20 130A 30 min. For weeks, many people in the QCA have weighed in on the US border crisis, 
showing both support and concern for Davenport Mayor Bill Gluba's Caring 
Cities Campaign. Now, he says the Quad Cities is no longer preparing for an 
influx of undocumented children. With about 85% of the children now with family 
members or in foster homes across the country, he says the placement issue is 
no longer considered a crisis, and the campaign is shifting its focus to finding 
University of Iowa lawyers to help the children. Mayor Gluba says there is still a 
possibility of using local foster families. Other QCA mayors have expressed 
concerns. Some say that having more immigrants in Davenport would impact the 
whole area, especially the schools. The rule at public schools across the country 
is to accept any student who walks in the door, and when they're not proficient in 
English, they're often placed in the English Language Learners program (ELL).  

Economy, Local 
Business, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 21 130A 30 min. New additions are coming to downtown Davenport as a new whiskey distillery is 
set to open soon. Artisan Grain Distillery, located on Second Street, was once a 
Davenport tractor space. Now it's Davenport's first whiskey distillery since the 
1800's. The company will make dark whiskey, aged for years in wooden barrels 
but first it'll have a go at moonshine, white whiskey and white rum. The company 
is hoping to unveil its moonshine on October 24th during the full moon.   
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Infrastructure, 
Traffic, 
Government, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 21 130A 30 min. It's the sight drivers are trying to avoid more than usual. The swing span opening 
during rush hour in Davenport. "I gave myself 35 minutes, and I'm figuring I can 
get there in 35 minutes but I really wasn't planning on the span to be open," 
Fabiane Holland said. "I thought the city and the Government would kind of 
coordinate." Holland normally keeps off the Government Bridge. She doesn't like 
it. But with Centennial under construction and a meeting just across the river in 
Rock Island, the detour doesn't make sense. "You might as well wait until the 
span, by the time I drive way over there and get caught up in that traffic, why 
not," she said. Not all drivers worry about playing the bridge game. Jane Hing 
has no problems with a barge locking through. "I'll check my emails, unwind from 
the day, just sit and relax a little before going home," King said. The Great River 
Brewery also tries to make a Government Bridge delay a little more bearable. It 
offers two bucks off a pint of beer when the span is open. "We see a couple of 
them, of course they're not like keeping their car in line and popping in but 
there's good parking off the side street and they hop in for a quick pint," 
bartender Wendy Saathoff said. Saathoff says people stay relatively calm during 
the traffic backups. still, Davenport has a traffic cop sit at the intersection during 
rush hour, making sure people don't ignore the new signs as drivers choose 
Government to get them across the Mississippi instead of its larger neighbor 
downstream. "But with Centennial being down I go 280, but today for some 
reason I said lets go Arsenal and here we are with a barge," Becky Benson said.  

Community, 
Taxes 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 25 130A 30 min. Some Bettendorf residents got a chance to voice their opinion on the school 
district's proposed Perl Levy Tax increase. The district is asking resident to 
approve a tax hike so they can make school playgrounds ADA compliant and 
build a track at the middle school. If approved, the tax increase would cost the 
median home-owner about $12.88-cents more per year and would generate 
nearly $190-thousand a year for the district. The district Superintendent says 
he's been getting mixed reaction from the community. "There were some 
legitimate concerns from some of our patrons and today community members on 
fixed income and we certainly understand and appreciate that but we also 
believe that we need to keep moving forward as far as the improvement of our 
both our school facilities," Bettendorf superintendent Theron Schutte said. The 
Perl Levy proposal question will be on the September 9th ballot.  
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Infrastructure, 
Safety, 
Community, 
Government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 26 130A 30 min. The Centennial Bridge work is well underway but extensions to the timeline have 
many commuters sounding off. While many people say they know work on the 
bridge needs to be done for safety frustrations are still high. The Illinois 
Department of Transportation announced Tuesday that the reopening will be 
delayed until October 10th, essentially doubling the original timeline. Barricades 
have been blocking the bridge now since August 3rd. They were supposed to 
come down on September 6th, but will instead remain for more than a month 
after that. "I was hopeful they'd get it done the first time. I wish I could say I'm 
surprised but I'm not so it's just unfortunate," said Psyndy Compton-Muse, owner 
of Mama Compton's in downtown Rock Island. IDOT officials say crew ran into 
more issues than anticipated with replacing beams and the support columns and 
it's not something they could have known until work got underway. "This is a 75-
year old bridge you can't see until you've taken the deck off we saw we had 
bigger problems," said John Wegmeyer with IDOT. That means the big 
headaches for drivers will continue much longer. Some small businesses on 
either side of the river have been feeling the pinch too. Convention and Visitors 
Bureau officials say the closure hasn't seemed to have an impact on overall 
Quad Cities tourism. "We've had a month now almost to get used to it so 
extending another month doesn't really take any kind of a new learning curve," 
said Joe Taylor, President and CEO of the QCCVB. But work now overlaps the 
Quad Cities Marathon on September 28th where thousands of runners are 
supposed to cross the bridge. Organizers are working with IDOT to still make 
that happen. "There will be a lane created for passage for participants, not open 
to the public, just for race purposes. Safety will be the primary concern," said Joe 
Moreno, race director. The marked detour to the I-280 bridge will remain for the 
extended timeline. Officials say this will mean added costs for the project but no 
word yet on how much.  

Economy, 
Community, 
Education 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 27 130A 30 min. The teachers on strike also include special education teachers who work for the 
Knox-Warren Special Education District. It's a cooperative contract between 
seven school districts with Galesburg administering the contract. The strike has 
meant no special education teachers have been working in the impact district, 
even though school in nearly all those districts has started .They've been forced 
to bring in substitute teachers to fill the gap the striking teachers have left. We 
spoke with superintendents and principals in several of these districts. 
Monmouth, Roseville, United, and ROWVA students has an individualized 
learning plan to suit their particular disability. The superintendents say the subs 
do the best they can, but having a substitute teacher can cause a disruption for 
some students, some more than others, especially depending on the amount of 
time these students spend with special education instructors. The teachers and 
school district negotiating teams have been meeting here all day. They were 
disrupted earlier this afternoon, when a former staff member tried to occupy the 
building with a sleeping bag. He was escorted out by police.  
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Crime, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 28 130A 30 min. Two men were arrested after police discovered a meth lab at their home in 
Eldridge, Iowa. Later Thursday, a woman was also taken into custody. Police 
served a search warrant at 304 N. 9th Street on Thursday morning, August 28, 
2014. During the execution of the warrant, officers discovered an active meth 
lab. Arrested were the homeowner, 33-year-old Nolan Dufloth and 24-year-old 
Benjamin Meyers, who lived at the residence. Amber Dufloth, 27, of Lost Nation 
was later taken to the Scott County Jail. Police say three children also lived 
there. The two, seven and 10-year-old kids were put in the care of the 
Department of Human Services while the case is being investigated. Nolan 
Dufloth and Meyers have been charged with manufacturing methamphetamine 
with children present, a class B felony; and three counts of child endangerment - 
meth exposure, a class D felony. Amber Dufloth was charged with one count of 
possession of pseudoephedrine, and three counts of child endangerment - meth 
exposure, all class D felonies. Police say the investigation is continuing and 
more arrests are possible.  

Economy, 
Education, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Aug. 28 130A 30 min. School starts Friday for Galesburg students. The teachers narrowly approved a 
new four year contract with the school district. Then the school board approved 
the contract quickly. All of this took place in the last day. Students at both last 
night's announcement that a deal had been reached and others Thursday are 
excited. They're ready to come back to class and participate in all the activities 
they've missed. There are clearly different feelings for the groups that have gone 
through the bargaining process. The district is happy with the result, but the 
teachers union is upset. There are hurt feelings with this contract and it will take 
some time for things to get back to normal.  

Health, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 1 130A 30 min. It's the trip of a lifetime for a young man from Fruitland, recovering from a rare 
form of bone cancer. The "Kids Wish Network" is sending Zach Painter to 
Chicago's Soldier Field where he'll watch the Bears game Sunday and meet the 
players. Painter was diagnosed with a bone cancer called Ewing's sarcoma last 
spring and underwent surgery and agonizing doses of chemotherapy and 
radiation. Now, the Muscatine Community College freshman is cancer free, but 
he says football was the saving grace that got him through his battle. "It was 
basically the only way I stayed sane," Painter said. "That's all I did to keep my 
mind off of everything. I would watch every single game that was on TV." Zach 
will leave for Chicago on Thursday and on Sunday he will shake the hands of his 
favorite players who kept him company when he needed it most. He says he 
can't wait for the game and some deep-dish Chicago style pizza.  
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Crops FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 1 130A 30 min. We're in the final stretch of the growing season, and a soybean fungus is 
cropping up in local fields threatening crop yields. The fungus causes soybean 
sudden death syndrome. It infects the roots of the plants when the seeds are 
planted in cold, wet soil. The cool summer allowed the fungus to grow and 
produce poisons. Now, yellow plants in otherwise green fields show where plants 
have died a month early. The soybean disease has no cure and can cut into 
soybean yields up to 30 percent. "I think we can find it in about any field this 
year, some of the heavier wetter soils that are prone to that cooler wetter 
environments, that's where you're seeing it the worst," Rock Island Co. Farm 
Bureau's Phil Fuhr said. Last week's crop report showed 55 percent of soybeans 
in Illinois and 51 percent in Iowa are in good condition.  
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Economic 
Development, 
Gambling, 
Government 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 2 130A 30 min. It was another step forward in the process to build a new land-based casino in Davenport. 
After the Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission gave the developers the go-ahead to buy 
the land at the southwest corner of I-80 and I-74 last week, on Tuesday, Davenport's Plan 
and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on plans to rezone it, so the casino can 
actually be built there. A lot of people at Tuesday's meeting were speaking out against 
that proposal. "Can we see a show of hands of everybody that's down here that is 
opposed?" asked one resident, standing in front of a crowd of nearly a hundred people 
during Tuesday's public hearing. Nearly all of the people in that crowd raised their hands. 
It was a clear demonstration of the attitudes of the residents of the Jersey Farms 
neighborhood, who turned out in force to voice their opposition to plans to build a new 7-
story hotel and casino up the road from their homes. "That is a huge building! You're 
going to be able to see that from a distance," said one Jersey Farms resident who 
addressed the Plan and Zoning Commission. But, before developers can break ground on 
that building, the zoning will have to be changed from agriculture to a Planned 
Development District. While most of the people who spoke out at Tuesday's meeting say 
they support the idea of a land-based casino in Davenport, they're against changing the 
zoning to build it in their part of town. Jersey Farms residents voiced concerns about 
everything from traffic impacts to light and noise pollution to water run off to property 
values and future high-end residential developments. "There's a lot places along the I-80 
corridor that that casino could be placed and it would not have the same kind of impact," 
one resident said. "I don't think what's going to happen ultimately is they're going to see 
the kinds of impacts that they're afraid of," countered Gregory Jager, one of the attorneys 
representing the casino developer. "Hopefully what we will have is a first class 
development - One that the city can be proud of and one that will not adversely impact 
that adjoining property owners," Jager added. Still, opponents of the casino plans say the 
city's current 'Comprehensive Plan 2025' is clear about the future use of that land, listing it 
as 'neighborhood commercial'. They say the casino is not covered under that. "It probably 
needs at least some buffering in there to keep it from transitioning into a commercial 
area," said Tom Jacobson, president of the Jersey Farms Neighborhood Association. The 
Plan and Zoning Commission's Comprehensive Plan Committee is now planning to meet 
next week to take a look at that issue. In the meantime, commission members voted to 
leave the public hearing on the zoning changes open until the next meeting September 
16th. That's when they're expected to make a recommendation on the proposal for city 
council to consider at its meeting October 8th. City council will have the final say. The 
Plan and Zoning Commission will also look at the actual development plan and design for 
the casino at the September 16th meeting. If all goes well at these meetings, the 
construction should begin this fall on the extension of Elmore Avenue that will get people 
to the casino. The groundbreaking for the casino itself is set for spring of next year, and 
developers hope to open it by spring 2016.  
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Crime, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 3 130A 30 min. His family never stopped searching for answers. Six months after and Illinois 
teen was killed in a hit and run on Interstate 88, police make an arrest. They say 
the "unyielding requests for help" by the father of 17-year old Emilio Perez 
helped them crack the case. Illinois State Police and Crime Stoppers of the 
Quad Cities announced Wednesday that 41-year-old Maria E. Romero of 
Rockford, Ill. has been charged in the death of the 17-year-old. He was last seen 
alive around 7:30 p.m. walking along I-88 near Joslin, Ill. on March 8, 2014 after 
his car ran out of gas. The break in the case came from a tip from Quad Cities 
Crime Stoppers--one week after releasing more details on the truck involved in 
the hit-and-run. Romero is charged with leaving the scene of an accident 
involving a death and failure to report an accident causing a death. A 2001, 
Chevrolet Tahoe was removed from her home for processing by Illinois State 
Police Crime Scene Services. A news conference is scheduled for Thursday 
morning. The Perez Family is expected to be there.  

Community, 
Crime 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 4 130A 30 min. Vandals tag graffiti on nine garages, one vehicle and fences in a Davenport 
neighborhood overnight. It happened on the 2200 block of west second street. 
Homeowners woke up to find what police say was gang signs spray-painted onto 
their property. Some neighbors have already painted over the mess but 
expressed how disappointed they were to see it. Davenport police ask residents 
to call immediately if they see anything suspicious so they can catch who ever is 
doing this in the act. 

http://www.kwqc.com/story/26396517/new-evidence-released-in-i-88-hit-run-death-of-emilio-perez
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Economy, Health 
Government, 
Taxes 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 8 130A 30 min. Rock Island City Council approved a purchase agreement with yet another 
company looking to build a medical marijuana cultivation center on city-owned 
land. Earlier this summer, council approved the land price for Chicago-based 
Green Thumb Industries to build a potential facility on 10 acres of land near the 
Milan border on 51st street west. Now, A.Hana LLC, located right in Rock Island, 
has the go-ahead to build on the northeast corner of Andalusia Rd. and Route 
92. In order for either of them to make that happen, they need to get a grow 
license first. There are only 21 total to be given out in the state, and there can 
only be one in Rock Island. Meanwhile, medical marijuana remains controversial 
in our area. Some QCA residents are in favor of a new cultivation center. "I'm for 
medical marijuana simply because I've dealt with pain before," Moline resident 
Margaret Ristau said. Julia Bernal, who also lives in Moline, agrees. "We don't 
have anything like that here," she said. "We need it. As long as it's supervised, 
and everything is legal and legit with it, I think it would be beneficial to our area." 
Others are strongly against the idea of marijuana being here legally, in general. 
"No, I'm not for it," Rock Island resident Pam Schaer said."I don't want to smell it. 
It's bad enough that I have to smell cigarettes. Now, I have to smell marijuana." 
However, Council's decision has created an even higher chance that one might 
be built in the area. A. Hana LLC wants to build a 30-80,000 square foot facility. 
Representatives say, because they're from downtown Rock Island, they have the 
best shot at getting the license. "We know the people here," owner Matt Stern 
said. "We are going to be hiring employees here. This is our home." Stern says 
the facility is partnering with Medbox, a technology company specializing in eco-
friendly cultivation. He says other companies aren't doing that. However, just like 
its Chicago-based competitor, A.Hana is promising to add 30 more jobs. With 
that, Mayor Dennis Pauley says the city would be happy to host either one. 
"The reason why is economic growth," he said. "They're talking about 150 jobs 
eventually. Their small industrial process is going to expand, and it would be 
good to the community." Not every city leader is on board. Council member Kate 
Hotle voted no, expressing that the area is intended to be more commercial than 
industrial. "I don't think this is the best decision in terms of economic 
development," she said. Still, the $189,000 price tag has been approved. Now, 
it's up to the state to decide. The application process started on Monday, 
September 8, 2014. The deadline is September 22.  
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Community, 
Crime, Safety 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 9 130A 30 min. One person is dead, another one injured after a shooting at the Jackson County 
Courthouse in Maquoketa Tuesday morning. Reports of shots fired at the courthouse 
started coming in shortly after 11:00 a.m. on Sept. 9, 2014. Police and sheriff's officers 
were in a different part of the building when the silent panic alarm was activated in the 
County Board of Supervisor's meeting room. The first officer arrived within 30 seconds of 
that, according to the Jackson County Sheriff, Russ Kettmann. At that time, the shooter 
had already been taken down. He was killed by a self-inflicted gun shot wound when the 
gun he was holding was fired during the struggle that ensued after he attempted to shoot 
Jackson County Assessor Deb Lane as she was leaving the room. The county supervisor 
who tackled the shooter is being hailed as a hero. The shooter has been identified as 71-
year-old Francis 'Gus' Glaser, a former Maquoketa city administrator. Eyewitnesses say 
Glaser was upset that his property taxes had been raised over the years and was on the 
agenda to address the board of supervisors and the county assessor Tuesday morning. 
"It got very vocal and the supervisors decided to shut the meeting down and let the 
assessor go to her office and deal with it accordingly," Sheriff Kettmann said. "At that 
time, the subject was not happy with this. And he had a briefcase and he pulled out a 
handgun and as the assessor was leaving the supervisor's office, one shot was fired." 
County Supervisor Larry "Buck" Koos was sitting nearby when that first shot was fired and 
he immediately jumped into action, tackling Glaser and trying to subdue him with the help 
of a few other people, officials said during a joint press conference with Sheriff Kettmann 
and Maquoketa Police Chief Brad Koranda Tuesday afternoon. Koos was injured during 
the struggle, receiving cuts to his wrist and forearm from a plate-glass window that broke 
in the fight. He was treated and released from a local hospital and was home recovering 
with his family Tuesday night. Glaser was killed when a second shot was fired during the 
struggle. "When I came down the hallway, there is glass everywhere. Gus is laying 
against the glass and he is bleeding profusely, there is blood everywhere," said Sheri 
Melvold, news director for radio station KMAQ, who was at the courthouse at the time of 
the shooting and rushed to the Supervisor's room right after. Glaser did not have permit to 
carry or purchase handgun in Jackson County. People who were at the supervisors 
meeting Tuesday morning say Glaser gave no indication that he had a gun in the 
briefcase he often carried. A metal detecting wand that is typically used for high profile 
court cases was not used on Glaser's briefcase Tuesday. There are no permanent metal 
detectors at the courthouse. The Sheriff says officials will look into changing security 
procedures at the courthouse moving forward. "Hopefully we can learn a lot from what 
happened today, and try and keep it safer. Because you never know. You never think it's 
going to happen here, but it surely can," he said. Many people in Maquoketa are 
understandably shaken up by what happened at the courthouse Tuesday. The news of 
the shooting quickly spread through town and horrified residents who had loved ones in 
the courthouse at the time. "The first thing I do is get on the phone because my daughter-
in-law as of next weekend, Sarah, she's the county attorney. I was just terrified so I called 
her," said Maquoketa resident Katy Riordan. "She answered her cell phone and she goes 
'Katy, Katy, I'm okay.'” "I just wanted to cry. It's such a great feeling that she's good," 
Riordan said. That relief was shared by many in town. So many people we talked to say 
they know the outcome from this shooting could have been much worse. "Right before 
this happened, they did have two high school kids taking notes. I don't know if it was for a 
class project or what it was, but they said they had just left before this incident, and they 
would have been in the line of fire," Chief Koranda said.  
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Community, 
Crime, Safety 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS (continued) 

Sep. 9 130A 30 min. The superintendent of Maquoketa schools told us students were on lockdown as a 
precaution for a short time after the initial reports. The lockdown was lifted after a short 
time. We're told counseling will be offered to anyone who was at the courthouse at the 
time of the shooting. The courthouse is set to reopen Wednesday.  

Violence, Crime, 
Safety, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 10 130A 30 min. The conversation continues about violence against women in our community, 
already in the spotlight because of the just released Ray Rice video. A national 
expert speaking at St. Ambrose, Dr. Jackson Katz, has worked with the NFL, 
Major League Baseball and NASCAR, as well as student athletes across the 
country. His message is violence against women, which is a huge problem in our 
society, is really a men's issue. "Of course it's a women's issue but it's a men's 
issue too and men really have to step up," Dr. Katz said. "Men have to start 
challenging and interrupting each other when they see each other acting out in 
ways that contribute to the problem or actually perpetrate the problem." The 
speech was part of the University's year-long series "Exploring Gender".  

Betrayal of 
Community Trust, 
Politics, Crime 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 11 130A 30 min. Rock Island County Sheriff Jeff Boyd resigned Thursday. It came after he 
pleaded guilty to attempted official misconduct in court. Boyd plead guilty to the 
attempted official misconduct charge after the Illinois Attorney General's office 
received a state police investigation into attempted cyberstalking. Attorney 
General Lisa Madigan says Boyd was sending text messages to a woman he 
met at a Rock Island gym. Madigan says Boyd pursued the woman who is an 
undocumented immigrant from Mexico and used his position as Sheriff to 
intimidate and harass her. Madigan says Boyd sent her a threatening 
anonymous text message in June. Boyd and his lawyers strongly disagree with 
the Attorney General. Boyd says he did not threaten the woman and that he was 
not cyberstalking, he was simply sending text messages. He says he's not 
convinced what he did was a crime, but he admits he made a mistake, and that's 
why he chose to step down. By resigning, Boyd hopes to protect his family, and 
the integrity of the Sheriff's department from a long court process."It's very 
difficult for my family to go through something like this, my extended family, the 
Rock Island County Sheriff's Department, if I were to have fought this and go to 
trial, we're looking at anywhere from 8 to 9 months potentially, we're looking 
upwards of six figures in costs potentially, and we're looking at this office being 
brought backwards every single day I'm on trial and the citizens of Rock Island 
County didn't elect me to do that, they didn't elect me to do that," says Boyd. His 
guilty plea also includes his withdrawl from the November election for the 
Sheriff's seat. He also forfeits the pension he earned during his four years as 
Rock Island County Sheriff. Captain Gerry Bustos will likely step in as Sheriff. 
Boyd will step down from the office Friday.  
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Politics, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 15 230A 30 min. Rock Island County Democrats met to find a candidate to run for County Sheriff's 
position on the upcoming November election ballot. We learned it will be interim 
Sheriff Gerry Bustos who will appear on the ballot. Former Sheriff Jeff Boyd was 
running unopposed but he stepped down last week after pleading guilty to 
attempted official misconduct. 

Education, 
Government, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 16 230A 30 min. Sixty-four percent of Iowa Public Schools did not meet the No Child Left Behind 
Standards in reading and in math according to the state's Department of 
Education. But Burlington Superintendent Patrick Coen says all schools are not 
created equal and the standards are out of date. "The smaller districts could 
target almost all individual kids and know that if they were to bump their score 
we would be fine and not on the list," Coen said. "Here at Burlington, we have to 
do that with hundreds of kids." Iowa's Department of Education has applied for a 
waiver to ignore parts of the No Child Left Behind law but has not been granted 
an exemption.  

Politics, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 16 230A 30 min. Rock Island County Democrats made their pick for who will run for County 
Sheriff in November. Interim Sheriff Gerry Bustos will now run as a replacement 
for former Sheriff Jeff Boyd. The Republican Party can not nominate a candidate 
and they say it's not fair. The Rock Island County Clerk's office says the 
Republican Party had opportunities to fill a candidate vacancy for Sheriff, but 
they missed those deadlines set by the state. But Republicans say the voice of 
people is being left out and they're concerned about the timing of this change-up. 
"Had the Attorney General's office made this announcement about Sheriff Boyd's 
resignation one week earlier than they did, we could have put a write-in 
candidate on the ballot," Republican Party chairman Bill Bloom said. Bloom says 
he will be filling out a FOIA request to look into the timing of Boyd's resignation. 
Meanwhile, Bustos will run unopposed in the November election and will likely 
serve as Sheriff until 2018. 

Community, 
Infrastructure, 
Safety 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 17 230A 30 min. Man on bridge backs up I-80. Traffic is moving again after police shut down both 
directions of the I-80 bridge over the Mississippi this evening. Officers responded 
to an incident for about two-and-a-half hours. Traffic was detoured to I-74, 
causing a lot of frustration for drivers. Traffic is already heavy on the Interstate 
bridges because of the Centennial Bridge's closure for repairs. 

Economy, 
Government, 
Community, 
Health 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 17 230A 30 min. As the deadline to apply to grow medical marijuana legally draws nearer, more 
cities across Illinois are getting attention from companies looking to build 
cultivation centers. Dixon city council unanimously voted to sell almost nine 
acres of land in the Lee County Industrial Park to IPP, a Glenview-based 
company. By Thursday, September 17, 2014, it will be theirs. Just like in other 
areas, the decision is met with both support and concern.  
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Crime, 
Community 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 18 230A 30 min. Police in Muscatine surrounded a car lot looking for drugs and illegal items. 
Around 11 this morning, witnesses say Muscatine police and several undercover 
cars surrounded JC Auto Sales. We have confirmed with Muscatine Police that 
there is an investigation ongoing. We also know that the Iowa State Division of 
Narcotics is involved. The owner, Luis Castro tells us the police came in with a 
search warrant and took a few drills, tool boxes, and both him and his employees 
cell phone. They showed us the search warrant willingly and a lot of it was 
searching for illegal or stolen items including televisions, video games, and other 
electronic and various items. Employee Dino Enriquez says a narcotics officer 
also asked about drugs, and he says there was a K-9 on scene as well. He says 
he is shocked that all this happened. "I was working on a car and I was coming 
back to get some rags when the cops came with their guns and threw me on the 
ground," he said. "Scared the crap out of me. I mean other than that I was just 
wondering why they were there." Both the owner and Dino tell me they didn't do 
anything wrong. As I mentioned earlier, both their cell phones were confiscated, 
but they just got it back from Muscatine police and business is still open here as 
usual. 

Economy, Crops, 
Infrastructure, 
Transportation 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 22 230A 30 min. A functioning transportation system is important for the sales of crops but one 
local farmer is worried that trains backed up in North Dakota could put stress on 
the river system here. A Mercer County farmer Jeff Kirwan says he's been 
picking good corn this year but sees a problem that could cut into his bottom line 
in the long-run. He is concerned that a train backlog could force farmers to 
transport crops using the riverway but says aging infrastructure of our locks and 
dams could become stressed too. "We as a country need to get behind 
supporting all of our ports and deepening the channels so we can load our ships 
heavier, get more product on each ship which ease some of that stress," Kirwan 
said. On top of that, farmers have been seeing lower prices compared to last 
year. So now some farmers are thinking about holding on to their inventory and 
storing it hoping for a better return next year.   
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Community, 
Public Office 
Corruption, 
Betrayal of 
Community Trust 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 23 230A 30 min. The Illinois Attorney General's office has released dozens of documents about 
its investigation into former Rock Island County Sheriff Jeff Boyd. Hundreds of 
text messages reveal Boyd was offering a deal to "A-F", trying to help her with 
her immigration status. The Attorney General's files show the woman is an 
undocumented immigrant from Durango, Mexico. She has applied for permanent 
residency but her application is pending. She does not have a valid driver’s 
license. In several police interviews, the woman said Boyd told her to stop 
driving because he couldn't keep looking the other way. The texts we looked 
through didn't seem to have a requirement from the woman as part of the deal, 
but she felt something in return was implied. On February 21, before five in the 
morning, Boyd sent this text: "Since you won't talk to me in person we must text. 
I have warned u about driving illegally; I have offered to help you professional 
with status and license I have offered to give you a ride to the gym. If you get 
arrested for driving it is not because you did not know. I will continue to be there 
for you as long as you respect the law." The night before, around 8:30, the 
woman sent this message to Boyd: "You always knew my legal status, your 
purpose did not give you the result you wanted, have a relation with me, even 
when you married, now you want to take advantage of that. You know I always 
rejected your gifts, because I am not stupid and know that you did it for other 
intentions, now I'm paying the consequences and you are taking advantage 
about my legal status." Boyd denied that in following texts to her but 20 minutes 
later asked her this: "Do you miss seeing me and being around me. It's a yes or 
no question." She responded: "No, why should I miss you, I miss my daily 
routine that I used to have and I had to stop because of you." The case files also 
reveal Boyd called Rock Island States Attorney John McGehee on July 1st, 
asking to see him. McGehee met with him on the second and they started talking 
about a case of an officer shooting a dog, but McGehee told police investigators 
the conversation switched to the case involving Boyd and official misconduct. 
McGehee says he told Boyd to stop talking about it, that he didn't want to hear 
anymore. Boyd asked McGehee if he knew about the official misconduct 
investigation, McGehee said he did. McGehee says he and Boyd discussed 
lawyers and at one point Boyd asked McGehee if he was Boyd's lawyer. 
McGehee, said no, he only represents Rock Island County. We have more 
pages to dig through on this FOIA request and will continue updating this story 
as it develops.  
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Crime, Safety, 
Child Welfare 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 24 230A 30 min. We have new information about the former emergency dispatcher accused of 
posing as a teenager on Facebook to get other teens to send him graphic 
pictures. We now know 28-year-old Dustin Rogers of Muscatine posed as a 14-
year-old girl named "Zoey Miller" and a boy named "Dylan Miller." Roger's 
Facebook accounts had 199 friends, most of them from Muscatine. All could be 
potential victims and we're learning more about the timeline, so you can figure 
out if your kid talked to this alleged predator. The last time one of these accounts 
was active was in April of this year. Rogers appeared in federal court today and 
is still in custody. 

Community, 
Safety 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 25 230A 30 min. Some in Davenport are concerned about coyotes in their neighborhood so now 
city leaders are doing something about it. "They've been right here," Jane 
Buesing said. "They've been through the yard. We're afraid to let our little 
grandchildren to go outside and play." Buesing says it's never been this bad. 
Iowa DNR conservation officer Jeff Harrison says there's a reason why more 
coyotes are coming into the city. He says they like taking easy meals like dog 
food that's been left out. So now Alderman Bill Edmond says council members 
are formulating the regulations for coyote hunting. "I don't want any more 
circumstances like this lady who had her horse attacked," he said. "A lot of 
people out here like to keep pet goats, things like that and i don't want to see 
that happen." Alderman Edmond says some sort of hunting rules should be in 
effect within a few weeks.  

Crime, Driving 
While under the 
Influence, 
Reckless Driving 

FOX 18 NINE O’CLOCK 
NEWS 

Sep. 29 230A 30 min. There's new information as Davenport Police continue to investigate a weekend 
crash that claimed the lives of two young men. The victims have now been 
identified as 21-year-old Andrew Adams and 22-year-old Daniel Debacker Jr., 
both Orion High School graduates. Police say 24 year old Kai Miller was drunk 
and speeding up Brady Street when he broadsided the victims' vehicle. Crews 
returned to that scene to complete an accident reconstruction to try to get a 
better idea of exactly what happened. An employee of the gas station on the 
corner took a cell phone video moment after the accident. Another man who 
lives across the street and came outside right after the accident and described 
for us what he saw: "I was just sitting out here watching the things that went on 
over here and then the next thing I know the ambulance came and fire trucks 
came and they cut the door open right and they brought two people out the car 
and put them on a stretcher," Corry Polard said. Another passenger in the 
victims' vehicle was seriously hurt. The investigation is ongoing. 

Environment / 
Government 

AG DAY Jul. 3 530A 30 min EPA administrator Gina McCarthy should get a good look at wet fields next 
week. According to the Hagstrom report, McCarthy is planning a trip to the 
Midwest next week in an effort to clarify its proposed changes to the waters of 
the U.S. rule. McCarthy is reported to be planning listening sessions with farmers 
and ranchers as part of an outreach to counter criticism of the rule and calls that 
it’s agency overreach.  
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Health Issues AG DAY Jul. 8 530A 30 min Five people in the show-me state were diagnosed with Heartland Virus. They all 
showed flu-like symptoms and had to be hospitalized.  One person died, but 
health officials say he suffered from other health conditions, so it is not known if 
Heartland Virus was the cause of death or how much it contributed to his death. 
Back in 2009, two farmers in northwest Missouri also got ill after tick bites. The 
centers for disease control says the treatment they received didn't respond to the 
medications. That's when doctors realized it was a new form of virus which is 
now known as Heartland Virus.  

Government / 
Environment 

AG DAY Jul. 11 530A 30 min Some farmers are blessed with great lands. While others work with marginal 
soils, doing their best to get the most out of what they have. USDA is now trying 
to help farmers and ranchers protect both farmlands and wetlands through a new 
conservation program. But as USDA's bob Ellison tells us, it's also about 
preserving the most valuable resource they have.  

Health Issues AG DAY Jul. 15 530A 30 min We reached out to USDA’s agricultural research service regarding their 
discovery of the CDC error. Its press office said as part of its routine avian 
influenza poultry disease research program, the ARS lab in Athens, Georgia, 
requested a low pathogen flu virus. But instead it received a high pathogen avian 
flu virus. ARS employees notified CDC of the contamination and destroyed the 
samples.  

Environment AG DAY Jul. 17 530A 30 min Hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, has stirred up quite a bit of criticism since the 
boom started a few years ago. And now one Texas community is backing the 
industry, rejecting a measure that would ban fracking in the area.  

Economy AG DAY Jul. 21 530A 30 min Walsten says while farmers are a bit more cautious right now, some are still 
aggressive in buying high quality land that's close to their existing fields. For 
example, a recent auction in Sioux City, Iowa fetched just over 20-thousand 
dollars an acre on an 80 acre farm. And in north-central Iowa four tracts of land 
went for over 19-thousand an acre. On a "corn suitability rating" of 100, those 
parcels ranged from 90-to-97.  

Economy / 
Government 

AG DAY Jul. 23 530A 30 min Fruit growers who lost crops due to an "early spring" in 2012 may be eligible for 
assistance as part of the 2014 farm bill. Senator Debbie Stabenow - who 
represents a large number of fruit growers in Michigan - says sign-up is now 
open for the "non-insured crop disaster assistance program" or NAP.  

Government / 
Environment 

AG DAY Jul. 23 530A 30 min Pro-ethanol senators think the justice department and federal trade commission 
are not doing enough to protect the ethanol industry against the oil industry. 
Senators Chuck Grassley of Iowa and Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota are pressing 
the agencies to study possible anti-competitive practices by certain petroleum 
companies. The senators say the biggest oil companies are not installing E-15 or 
E-85 fuel pumps at their stations, which impacts demand for the corn-based fuel. 
The lawmakers say they first asked "justice" and FTC a year ago to investigate 
but nothing has happened, according to Grassley’s office.  
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Crime / Economy AG DAY Jul. 25 530A 30 min The Chinese woman arrested at the start of the month for her alleged connection 
to stealing patented seed corn and trade secrets from U.S. companies is now out 
on bond. A judge says Mo Yun can be released but must stay in Des 
Moines...she's also under GPS surveillance and must stay inside between 10 pm 
and 7 a.m. prosecutors had requested Mo remain in custody until her December 
1st trial date. However, Judge Robert Pratt said in court documents that the 
government case appears thin and weak. Mo Yun is married to a Chinese 
billionaire and owner of the company accused of stealing us seed corn genetics. 
Her brother Robert Mo has also been arrested and charged. He's awaiting trial in 
Des Moines as well.  

Health Issues AG DAY Jul. 28 530A 30 min A federal appeals court has ruled the FDA will not be required to conduct public 
hearings on antibiotic use in animal feed. Activist groups sued the federal 
agency in 2011. They argue FDA should withdraw approval of using penicillin 
and tetracycline in livestock feed. They were pushing for public hearings which 
FDA would not do because the agency feels the industry is using the meds 
"judiciously". The U.S. second circuit court of appeals over-turned rulings on this 
matter in two lower district courts. The activist groups say use of the antibiotics 
has led to human resistance.  

Economy AG DAY Jul. 31 530A 30 min As generations pass, so do the priorities when it comes to restaurant services 
and choices. The market research firm, Technomic, just released the results of a 
new study on food service. It compares generations from the oldest - baby 
boomers, to the youngest – Generation Z. Dining-format preferences vary by 
generation. Boomers are most likely to visit restaurants for dine-in, Gen Z are 
most likely to order takeout, and millennials are most likely to opt for delivery. 
Gen Z is considered the first true digital generation. Technomic says it's the 
consumer group of the future and they prioritize speed of service, technology, 
and having what they want, when they want it.  

Economy AG DAY Aug. 5 530A 30 min Agritourism has seen a sharp increase in popularity across the U.S. as 
vacationers are eager to learn about the origins of their food and drink. Robert 
Bumsted takes us to a distillery and farm in West Virginia to see how the tourist 
"crop" is doing this summer.  

Health Issues AG DAY Aug. 5 530A 30 min In food and your family, it's a battle over sugar in our foods, and it's taking center 
stage in Washington this week. The argument isn't over how much sugar should 
be in foods here in the U.S., but how aware consumers should be about the 
sugar they are eating.  
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Economy / 
Government 

AG DAY Aug. 8 530A 30 min USDA says Ag imports from the U.S. to Russia totaled $1.3 billion in 2013. 
About ten percent of that was soybeans or soybean meal. The American 
Soybean Association says 157-million dollar’s worth of soy was shipped to 
Russia last year. ASA says soybeans are the biggest crop export from the U.S. 
to Russia, due in large part to that country's burgeoning economy and growing 
demand for meat. U.S. pork, chicken and nuts could also feel the impact. The 
Europe’s Ag sector could feel it even more. EU Ag shipments to Russia were 
nearly 16-billion dollars last year.  

Economy AG DAY Aug. 13 530A 30 min Looking at other crops from this report - USDA says winter wheat production is 
up two percent from their July forecast. Yield was also boosted by nearly a 
bushel from a month ago. Peanut production is up 22-percent from last year. The 
average yield is down a bit from last year, but overall record yields are expected 
in Texas and Virginia. Rice production is also higher than year. USDA boosted 
its projections by 20-percent over last year. Average yield is down overall, but a 
record yield is expected in Texas.  

Education AG DAY Aug. 15 530A 30 min A new school year is now starting in many communities. But a child's first real 
teacher isn't in a school, but at home. It's their parent. In Tennessee, the 
extension trains adults in a program called "parents as teachers". In this report 
from the UT Institute of Agriculture, Chuck Denney tells us it's an effective way to 
prep kids for their first day of kindergarten.  

Economy AG DAY Aug. 18 530A 30 min The U.S. Energy Information Administration says propane inventories are now 
the highest they've been since 2012. Inventories are climbing above 70 million 
barrels.  That's 8 and a half million barrels higher than a year ago. Last year 
producers struggled for propane after a wet harvest and cold winter drove 
demand up. The inventory increase is due to last year's shortage and high 
propane prices, but should bode well for 2014.  

Health Issues / 
Economy 

AG DAY Aug. 20 530A 30 min The numbers of infected by the Ebola virus in Africa continues to grow. But 
there's been a lot of talk about a potential treatment grown with help from a 
tobacco plant here in the United States. It's a burgeoning field of biomedicine 
called "pharming," in which tobacco plants are used to create vaccines and 
drugs to help fight disease.  

Economy AG DAY Aug. 25 530A 30 min The movement toward buying local, farmer's markets and community support 
agriculture is helping create new opportunities in farming.  In turn, more young 
people are finding their way to life in the soil.  That's been the case recently in 
New England as Emily Roseman reports.  

Economy AG DAY Aug. 27 530A 30 min Government economists are forecasting something that farmers already know - 
expect a sizeable drop in farm income as grain prices slide.  

Economy / 
Government 

AG DAY Sep. 2 530A 30 min Signs-up begins today for the new dairy-farm risk management program in the 
Farm Bill. It replaces the old milk income loss contract system. The program 
pays for farmers when the difference between milk prices and feed prices shrink 
to a certain level. Registering now will cover dairy farmers for the rest of this year 
and 2015. After that, it's an annual sign-up.  
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Health Issues AG DAY Sep. 4 530A 30 min In our beef today report, South Korea has lifted its ban on the animal feed 
additive Zilpaterol in beef. That could open the door to imports containing the 
product as well as domestic use in South Korea. Reuters reporting South Korean 
intended to ease the policy regarding drugs like Zilmax after their studies found it 
safe at certain levels.  Many European countries as well as China ban the import 
of Zilpaterol-fed beef following last year's concerns over side effects resulting 
from the additive,  

Economy AG DAY Sep. 9 530A 30 min Speaking of the northern plains CHS says it plans to build a new fertilizer 
manufacturing plant in North Dakota. The 3 billion dollar project is slated for 
Spiritwood and plans to be fully operational by mid-2018.its expected to employ 
just shy of 200 people and produce more than 24 hundred tons of ammonia a 
day.  

Government / 
Environment 

AG DAY Sep. 12 530A 30 min Following this week's House of Representatives vote to put a stop on EPA’s 
proposed clean water rule, Kansas senator Pat Roberts is calling on Senate 
Majority leader Harry Reid to take up the cause. Roberts saying he wants Reid 
to call up the House bill or let the Senate vote on its own. Washington watchers 
say its unlikely Reid will budge. The White House has said they will likely veto 
any bill of the sort.  

Food Prices AG DAY Sep. 12 530A 30 min World food prices are at their lowest point in four years. The food price index 
falling for a fifth consecutive month... Prices fell nearly across the board, in all 
categories except for meats. World dairy prices were down more than 11 percent 
from July.  

Health Issues / 
Food Supply 

AG DAY Sep. 16 530A 30 min We often take for granted an abundant food supply that's healthful and safe to 
eat. But someone has to watch over our food, from how it's prepared, packaged 
and grown. The next generations of those “watchers of the food” are undergoing 
training at colleges across the country. In this report from the UT’s institute of 
agriculture, Chuck Denney goes to class with Food Science majors.  

Economy AG DAY Sep. 19 530A 30 min Clinton, we're starting in Pennsylvania where apple growers are reporting a very 
good crop this year. 78-percent is good to excellent. But picking is a bit delayed. 
As of Monday about a third was harvested. But it's usually over half by now. 
Pennsylvania is the number four apple producing state in the country. In Idaho, 
potato harvest is really just getting underway. It's about 15-percent completed as 
of Monday. It's a bit ahead of average. Quality-wise, 70-percent is good to 
excellent. And taking a look at the drought monitor you can see pockets are 
getting smaller across the southern plains with the extreme to exceptional 
drought areas and with some moisture from the remnants of the hurricane well 
that may get even better but it still continues to be bad with no good prospects 
for rain in California, Nevada, and southern Oregon.  
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Health Issues AG DAY Sep. 21 530A 30 min September is hunger action month. We've all heard the numbers - about 49 
million Americans will go hungry today. Many of those families rely on food 
banks and your donations in order to eat. But experts say they often don't get the 
one item they request the most - fresh milk. In this report from the American 
dairy association, Clark Powell tells us how the dairy industry is doing its part to 
help to nourish the hungry.  

Community, 
Teens doing 
positive things for 
the community 

RULE UR GAME Aug. 16 1P 30 min The Pleasant Valley High School Marching Band is featured.  They have 310 
kids in the organization which is the largest High School Marching Band in the 
State of Iowa.  The local musical group HIGH FIVES & HANDSHAKES is 
introduced to the RULE UR GAME audience.  Human Trafficking in the 
Heartland is investigated and brought into the light.  We meet a young man who 
was heading in the wrong direction and how he got on the right path with help 
from the YMCA and now he is paying that forward by helping others.  Extreme 
Clean Up Weekend was last week.  Living Lands & Waters is highlighted for their 
good works.  We talk with Career Cruising Quad Cities for college opportunities 
and scholarships.  We meet a local teen who restored a Volkswagen Van and a 
local car Club, the Quad Cities Cruisers is featured for their works in raising 
money throughout the car show/cruise-in season for local charities.  

Community, 
Safety, Teens 
exhibiting positive 
skills 

RULE UR GAME Sep. 20 1P 30 min An antique tractor parade at the John Deere Pavilion in Moline, IL, is featured 
along with two young antique tractor restorers.  A 999 Horse Planter restoration 
by nine-year-old Brody Doonan and his grandfather is featured as well as 
introducing viewers to the Old 806 Farmall Tractor restored by a High School 
Senior who became a Grand Champion first year exhibitor. Pride of the Wapsi 
Corn Maze is introduced to our viewers as well as the family that runs it. Martial 
Arts are explored with young competitors. The dangers of Human Trafficking in 
the Heartland is briefly explored through highlights of a locally produced 
documentary.  

 


